
- Add function to delete history opened workspace. 

Changes for the Better

Subject: Report of RT ToolBox3 Ver.1.10L release

FR series, F series, SQ series, SD series, S series
(CR800/CR750/CR700/CR500 series robot controller)
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Thank you for your continued support of Mitsubishi industrial robot  “MELFA”.

This Technical news describes the new version 1.10L of the RT ToolBox3. 
3F-14C-WINJ(E)／3F-15C-WINJ(E)／3F-16D-WINJ(E)

In order to use the functions described in this technical news, you need to download the latest 
version from MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC FA site, and upgrading the RT ToolBox3.
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1. Workspace



- Add screen layout mode to option.

- Add setting of saving and loading position variables to option.

- Add presence / absence of message when you get current position.  

2.Option
- Change so that options can be set separately for each category.



3.Project editor
- Add additional axis, tool, weight and size.

4.Program editor
- Add label jump function in command edit area.



5.Parameter editor
- Add CC-Link IE Field Basic screen. 

6.Program monitor
- Add auto-complete function when monitoring variables are input.

- Add explanatory display corresponding to reserved word as input candidate.

You can use pop-up hint display to display the format for the robot program command, 
system functions, and system status variables displayed in the command edit area.



7.Oscillograph
- Add additional axis, tool, weight and size.

- Add function to change graph update time and number of display points on the 
oscillograph screen.

- Add function to change graph update time and number of display points on the 
oscillograph screen.



- Add function to display maximum and minimum values in screen to detailed screen. 

- Add function to jump from the detailed data screen to the maximum value and minimum 
value.



- Add program / signal monitor screen.

8.3D monitor
- Add display function of work coordinate.



- Add display function of strings. 

- Add tube object to layout .



- Add bulk editing function of boxes.

- The connector shape of the FR series robot has been changed.

- Add function to attach objects to each axis of the robot.



9.Manual
- Add function to jump to corresponding page of user’s manual.



10.MELFA-Works
- Add Robot/Parts position save function.

It is possible to save the position of the robot and peripheral devices such as hands and 
workpieces. By putting back the saved position data, it is possible to reproduce the 
arrangement of the robot and peripheral devices.

- Add travel axis function.

By setting the travel axis in the project setting of RT Toolbox 3, it is possible to move 
robot by travel axis.



- Add recording function. 

It is possible to record the screen displayed in SolidWorks and save it in AVI file.

11.Trouble correction
- Fixed a bug that error history and user-defined external variables disappear when 

switching between simulation and offline mode.

- Fixed a bug that the user defined area was not displayed correctly when changing base.

- Fixed a bug that functional safety display area moved by base coordinate switching.

- Fixed a bug that programs deleted offline remained in simulation.

- Fixed a bug related to comment-out processing of command line containing tab 
characters.
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